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As a ministry we are often coming back to the question, “If we
all moved away today, would we leave a legacy behind? Would
students organize and continue to proclaim Jesus after we are
gone?” This is what we call a Student-led Ministry. Students must
step up and own the vision that everyone would know someone who
truly follows Jesus. A big step forward in this goal happened recently
on January 27th. Our involved students decided to meet together for
bible study and worshiping God. It was their idea, their initiative. It is
really exciting to see our few students enjoying their walk with God
and wanting to encourage each other, especially when a couple of
them didn’t even know Jesus two years ago. Through our students
Christ will be shared with so many more people than we could
imagine. We must rely on them to reach Kosice with Christ.
My parents visited us for Christmas. I was happy to see them
but I really enjoyed seeing them get to know my kids. While they
were here Dara fell from a ladder and broke her arm. She now has
finished rehabilitation and is still exercising it on her own. She, as you
know, is a soldier. :) After my parents left I took a
seminary class on communication. It was
focused on how to give and structure a sermon
and lead a small group.

• Please pray for further initiative by our students to own this ministry.
• Pray for planning the new semester soon.
• Pray for us as we think about the options for Olivia’s education. We are
leaning towards homeschooling now.

Cute Eli

Please check out our
new website. We
completely remade it. :)
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